2017 Teys Australia Angus National RoundUp - Mount Gambier
Miss Kate Fairlie
2017 Teys Australia Angus National RoundUp Coordinator
PO BOX 1021 Mount Gambier 5290
M:0448 248 598
E: fairlie.kate@gmail.com

Dear Angus Australia Member,
On behalf of the Angus Youth Round Up committee, I would like to invite you to be a part of the Angus Youth
National Round Up 2017, to be held in Mount Gambier, South Australia from the 12th to the 15th of January.
In the history of the Angus Youth National Round Up, 2017 will mark the first time South Australia will host this event,
and I believe that your business would greatly benefit from supporting this event not to mention the benefits the
Roundup participants will receive from your support.
The Angus Youth National Roundup is the largest single breed youth event in Australia. Over the last 30 years it has
developed a strong reputation for being one of the premier educational events for young beef cattle enthusiasts from
across the country. These participants are the future of the beef industry, the next stud masters, stock agents, rural
bankers, farm managers and much more.
Open to youth who are interested in all breeds of cattle, at Roundup, participants have the opportunity to learn
through various hands-on and educational sessions on topics such as animal husbandry, public speaking and careers
in the agricultural industry. The event also incorporates many fun activities and networking opportunities.
We are expecting to attract over 120-150 competitors to this event along with a similar number of spectators and 250
plus people at our Angus Youth Special Dinner and Dance.
The Roundup is supported by Angus Youth and Angus Australia. The event is coordinated by a young and enthusiastic
committee who volunteer their time to ensure the success of this annual event. However, a quality event such as the
Angus Youth National Roundup is dependent on the generous support of numerous partners. There are several
promotional opportunities linked with supporting the Roundup and we believe your support could have mutual
benefits for the event and your business.
In addition, there is the option for in-kind donations of potential prizes and items for our auction at the Special Dinner
and Dance with proceeds going to Angus Youth. I have attached a copy of our partnership opportunities and benefits
for your information.
Thank you for taking the time to read our proposal, I will be in touch in a short while to discuss your partnership
options. If you have any questions in the meantime, please don’t hesitate to contact myself or Angus Australia on 02
6773 4600 or email roundup@angusaustralia.com.au
Kind regards

Kate Fairlie
2017 Teys Australia Angus National RoundUp Co-ordinator

